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Abstract—The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a defacto standard for software development and, together with
the Object Constraint Language (OCL), allows for a precise
description of a system prior to its implementation. At the
same time, these descriptions can be employed to check the
consistency and, hence, the correctness of a given UML/OCL
model. In the recent past, numerous (automated) approaches
have been proposed for this purpose. The behavior of the systems
has usually been considered by means of sequence diagrams,
state machines, and activity diagrams. But with the increasing
popularity of design by contract, also composite structures,
classes, and operations are frequently used to describe behavior in
UML/OCL. However, for these description means no solution for
the validation and verification of concurrent behavior is available
yet. In this work, we propose such a solution. To this end, we
discuss the possible interpretations of “concurrency” which are
admissible according to the common UML/OCL interpretation
and, afterwards, propose a methodology which exploits solvers
for SAT Modulo Theories (i. e., SMT solvers) in order to check
the concurrent behavior of UML/OCL models. How to address
the resulting problems is described and illustrated by means of a
running example. Finally, the application of the proposed method
is demonstrated.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) supports designers
in the description of complex systems in early design phases
and is considered as a de-facto standard for software development [1]. By providing several diagram types, it allows the
description of a system in different fashions. This includes the
global view of the system as a whole as well as the detailed
description of one particular component. For the purpose of
behavioral descriptions, e. g., the behavior of an operation,
the UML also offers different description means including
sequence diagrams, state machines, and activity diagrams.
Besides that, the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [2] can
be used to extend a UML model with additional textual
constraints that define further properties and relations between
the respective parts of the model. Analogously, pre- and
postconditions can be added to an operation describing (1) the
prerequisites for calling an operation and (2) the desired
system state after the execution of the operation. As a result,
it is possible to provide a design by contract description
(i. e., a formal description of what the system is supposed
to do), while sequence diagrams, state machines, and activity
diagrams focus on the realization (i. e., how an operation shall
be implemented). In this work, we focus on the design by
contract description scheme.
A crucial requirement in the design process of a complex
system is its validation and verification, i. e., the question of
how to check whether the given system is consistent and
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described as intended. With increasing design complexity, it is
decisive how and when verification is firstly being employed.
Due to shortening time-to-market demands, design flaws need
to be detected efficiently and as early as possible. Being an
abstract methodology, UML/OCL serves as a good starting
point for this purpose.
Consequently, numerous (automated) approaches for the
validation and verification of UML/OCL models have been
proposed (a detailed review on related work is provided later
in Section III-A). While these approaches considered both
structural and behavioral verification tasks, the concurrent
execution behavior of composite structure diagrams, class
diagrams, and operations have not yet been analyzed in detail
until today. This may be due to the fact that composite
structures and class diagrams have long been considered
as structural elements of the UML only (while behavioral
aspects have long been modeled by sequence diagrams, state
machines, and activity diagrams only).
However, design by contract becomes more and more
popular and relies on a description by means of pre- and
postconditions as well as invariants. Consequently composite
structures, classes, and operations are increasingly used to
describe complete systems including their behavior.1 But,
to our best knowledge, no comprehensive methods for the
validation and verification of concurrent behavior described
by means of such UML/OCL models have yet been proposed.
In this work, we propose a methodology which addresses
this problem, i. e., a solution is presented which is capable of checking concurrent behavior of UML/OCL models
consisting of composite structure diagrams, class diagrams,
and operation specifications. To this end, we first discuss
which of the alternative interpretations of “concurrency” –
both admissible variants of the UML/OCL specification – shall
be considered (i. e., whether an interleaving semantic or a
true-parallelism interpretation shall be applied). Afterwards,
a symbolic formulation is proposed which represents arbitrary
concurrent behavior that is possible according to a given
UML/OCL model. Solvers for SAT Modulo Theories (i. e.,
SMT solvers) are eventually applied to derive the respective
validation/verification result. The resulting problems as well
as the proposed solutions are thereby described and illustrated
by means of a running example.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows. The
next section introduces the notation used in this paper and
briefly reviews the basics on Boolean satisfibility and SAT
1 In the remainder of the paper, we just use the term “UML/OCL models”
for this subset of UML.
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Modulo Theories. Related work on concurrency in general as
well as concurrency in UML/OCL in particular is discussed
in Section III. This also motivates the considered problem and
defines the interpretation of concurrent behavior as applied in
this work. The proposed solution is then described in detail
in Section IV and Section V: First a (simple) extension of
existing approaches for validation and verification of sequential behavior is proposed; afterwards, explicit problems caused
by concurrent behavior are addressed. Finally, the application
of the proposed methodology is demonstrated in Section VI
before the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In order to keep the paper self-contained, this section provides a brief review on UML/OCL and introduces the notation
used in this paper. Furthermore, the Boolean satisfiability
problem and corresponding solvers are briefly reviewed.
A. Applied Notation for UML/OCL Models and States
In this work, we are using the following notation in order
to refer to elements of a UML/OCL model:
Definition 1. A model m = (C, R) is a tuple of classes C
and relations R (also known as associations). A class c ∈ C
with c = (A, O, I) is a 3-tuple composed of attributes A,
operations O, and invariants I 2 . An operation o ∈ O is
a 5-tuple o = (P, r, C, B, F) composed of a set of parameters P , a return value r, preconditions C, postconditions B, and frame conditions F. The invariants I from
a class as well as pre- C and postconditions B of an
operation are sets of OCL constraint expressions. A relation
r = (c1 , c2 , (l1 , u1 ), (l2 , u2 )) ∈ R consists of two classes c1
and c2 in C as well as two tuples representing the multiplicities
between the classes (i. e., its lower and upper bounds).
Note that frame conditions are applied in order to precisely
define which model elements may change their value during
an operation. The definition of frame conditions might be
required since, otherwise, unintended side effects may occur.
In the past, various approaches for specifying frame conditions
have been proposed, e. g., the implicit assumption that only
model elements may change their value which are part of the
postcondition, invariability clauses, or an explicit coverage of
this issue in the postconditions (see, e. g., [3], [4], [5]).
Instances of a UML/OCL model represent a system state
for which the following notation is applied:
Definition 2. For a given model m = (C, R), a system
state σ = (Υ, Λ) is a tuple composed of object instances Υ
derived from the classes C and a set of links Λ derived from
the associations R. An instance υ ∈ Υ is a precise assignment
of values to the attributes of the respective class c ∈ C
respecting the domain of the attribute. A link λ ∈ Λ is a
precise instance of an association, i. e. a connection of two
instances υ1 , υ2 ∈ Υ derived from c1 , c2 ∈ C and with c1 , c2
being connected by an association.
In the following, we are assuming a restricted state space
in the considered models. A problem bound is defined for a
given system state, i. e., the number of instances for each class
and the values for infinitely large attribute domains (such as
2 In the remainder of this paper, it is not important to understand that the
attributes rely on a precise underlying type system. Hence, we omit this fact.

integers) are restricted. This restriction leads to a finite search
space which makes the problems considered in this work
decidable. However, the proposed approach can be applied on
an infinite state space to solve some problems, for example to
find a witness for a bug. Furthermore, under certain conditions
an infinite state space can be rearranged and reduced to a finite
one using additional techniques, e. g. equivalent classes.
Further notations for a model m = (C, R) are introduced
for convenience as follows: All instances of a class c ∈ C in
a given system state σ are referred to by Υ(c). The set of all
operations of a class c ∈ C is denoted by ops(c). The set of
all model elements of a system state σ (e. g., attributes and
links), are denoted by m(σ).
The Object Constraint Language (OCL) is a declarative
language which allows for the definition of constraint expressions. Constraint expressions are applied together with
the model in order to add further restrictions that cannot be
expressed by the given model notation itself. The OCL mainly
consists of
• navigation expressions to access elements in the model,
• logic expressions (i. e., conjunction, disjunction, etc.),
• arithmetic expressions (i. e., addition, division, etc.), and
• collection expressions (i. e., intersection, union, etc.).
A comprehensive overview of all OCL expressions as well as
its keywords is given in [2]. A precise semantic definition can
also be obtained from [2]. For a model m, a system state σ,
and an arbitrary OCL expression e, we define JeKσm as the
evaluation of e in system state σ derived from the model m.
When it is clear from the context, we drop the system state σ
and/or the model m and write JeK for the sake of convenience.
Definition 3. Let m = (C, R) be model and σ, σ 0 two system
states. Then an operation call ω is a pair ω = (υ, o) where
υ is an object instance in σ of a class c ∈ C which has an
operation o. In order to invoke a valid operation call ω, the
equation
JCω Kσm = true

must hold. Furthermore, each valid operation call must lead
to a successor state σ 0 in which both, the postcondition and
possibly applied frame conditions, are satisfied, i. e.,
0

0

σ,σ
JBω Kσ,σ
= true.
m ∧ JFω Km

Obviously, for each operation several operation calls may
exist in a system state depending on the number of objects.
The set of all operation calls Ω for a model m = (C, R) and
system state σ is determined by
[ [
Ω=
{(υ, o)}.
c∈C o∈ops(c)
υ∈Υ(c)

Note that, in the case of a postcondition, the invoking state σ
as well as the succeeding state σ 0 may be needed in order to
evaluate the navigation expression @pre. Again, for the sake of
convenience, we simply drop the system states in the notation
when the context is clear.
When enforcing a total order on Ω, each operation call
can be assigned a distinct index between 0 and |Ω| − 1. A
function rΩ : Ω → {0, . . . , |Ω| − 1} maps an operation to
its index. This assumption is valid since the problem bounds
need to be determined before the considered system state
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is created. Dynamic allocation and destruction of objects is
handled by select variables as described in [6]. Furthermore,
a total order on the model elements can be defined by the
following function rm(σ) : m(σ) → {0, . . . , |m(σ)| − 1}.
B. Boolean Satisfiability
The Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) problem is defined as
follows: Let f : Bn → B be a Boolean function. Then, the SAT
problem is to determine an assignment for the variables of f
so that f evaluates to 1 or to prove that no such assignment
exists.
Example 1. Let f (x1 , x2 , x3 ) = (x1 +x2 +x3 )(x1 +x2 )(x2 +
x3 ). Then, x1 = 1, x2 = 1, and x3 = 1 is a satisfying
assignment for f . The value of x1 ensures that the first clause
becomes satisfied, the value of x2 ensures this for the second
clause, and the value of x3 ensures this for the remaining
clause.
The SAT problem is one of the central N P-complete problems. In fact, it was the first known N P-complete problem
that was proven by Cook in 1971 [7]. But, in the past efficient
solving algorithms (so called SAT solvers) have been proposed
(see, e. g., [8]). Instead of simply traversing the complete space
of assignments, intelligent decision heuristics, conflict based
learning, and sophisticated engineering of the implication
algorithm by Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP) lead
to an effective search procedure. Once it is proven that no
solution exist, an instance is called unsatisfiable (UNSAT),
otherwise satisfiable (SAT). Due to these efficient algorithms,
problem instances composed of hundreds of thousands of
variables, millions of clauses, and tens of millions of literals
can be handled.
Besides Boolean Satisfiability, the Satisfiability Modulo
Theories (SMT) problem is a very similar decision problem.
SMT can be seen as special SAT problem which allows to
work on bit vector logic rather than pure Boolean logic. By
this, e. g. integer attributes of UML/OCL can be represented
by a single (bit vector) variable only. In the following, SMT
instances are provided in SMTlib syntax specified in [9]. Here,
each constraint is provided following the Polish notation, i. e.,
each operation is encapsulated by parenthesis and the operator
is provided before the list of (ordered) operands.
Example 2. Consider the following SMTlib formula, where
bv1 and bv2 are bit vectors of size 4:3
1
2

(not (= bv1 bv2) )
(= ((_ extract 1 1) bv2) #b1)

Line 1 shows a constraint composed of two operations, namely
negation (not) and equivalence (=), and states that the bit
vector bv1 and bv2 are not supposed to assume the same
value, i. e., in a symbolical notation bv1 6= bv2.
Line 2 illustrates a constraint which manages the access
of single bits within a vector. The constraints enforces that
bit number 1 of the bit vector bv2 has to be assigned 1.4
Solving this SMT instance may lead to the assignments
bv1 = #b1101 and bv2 = #b1010.
For a detailed list of all operators and the logic descriptions
the reader is refereed to [9].
3 The

prefix #b indicates that a binary string is following.
bits of a bit vector are ordered from right to the left and the numbering
starts with 0.
4 The

III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION AND R ELATED W ORK
This section briefly reviews the previous work which has
been conducted on the verification of behavior in UML/OCL
models and, by this, motivates the problem considered in
this paper: How to verify concurrent behavior in UML/OCL
models? Afterwards, a review of the respective models for
concurrent execution in general is provided. The underlying
concepts partially provide the basis for the solution proposed
in this work.
A. Related Work and Considered Problem
Having a model of a design does not necessarily imply that
the actually desired implementation can be derived from it.
In fact, the model may inherit constraints which contradict
each other or may describe unwanted and erroneous behavior.
As a consequence, researchers and engineers intensely investigated how to validate and verify models given, e. g., in UML/OCL [6], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18],
[19], [20], [21]. Automated validation and verification must be
based on formal semantic models. Due to their similarity to
Harel’s Statecharts [22], early definitions of behavioral UML
semantics focused on UML state machines [23]. In [24], [25],
it has been shown how UML/SysML models whose behavior
is encoded by concurrent state machines, operation calls, and
timing conditions can be associated with a formal semantics.
There, it has also been explained how verification by bounded
model checking and automated test data generation can be
performed, if the behavioral semantics are described by means
of a transition relation in propositional form.
For the behavioral interpretation of class diagrams and their
operations, existing approaches utilize the constraints provided
by the pre- and postconditions, as well as the frame conditions
given for each operation in the model, as explained, for
example, in [26]. More precisely, in order to show whether a
specific behavior indeed is represented by the model, all valid
sequences of operation calls are (explicitly or symbolically)
checked. If a sequence of operation calls can be determined
which satisfies the respective constraints and eventually leads,
e. g., to previously defined bad states or good states, the
erroneous or correct behavior has been shown, respectively. In
order to conduct these checks, various approaches relying, for
example, on the so-called film-strip model [27], satisfiability
solvers [28], or alternative solving techniques (e. g., ILP) have
been proposed. A comparison on these approaches has been
conducted, e. g., in [29].
Most of these approaches, however, rely on a sequential
behavioral interpretation. This means that in each transition
from one system state to another, only a single operation
call is considered. This contrasts with modern systems which
typically rely on the parallel execution of operation calls
and, hence, concurrent behavior. To our best knowledge,
no comprehensive method for the validation and verification
of concurrent behavior described by means of UML/OCL
models consisting of composite structures, class diagrams, and
operations have been proposed yet.
A multitude of solutions for modelling concurrent designs
and associated tool support have been introduced in other
formalisms outside the UML domain. Popular tools are, e. g.,
FDR for the CSP process algebra [30] and the more recent
mCRL2 process algebra with its tool set [31]. Despite their
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expressive power and their noteworthy tool capabilities, however, these and similar formalisms have the disadvantage that
they do not represent industrial de-facto standards, as it is the
case of UML, SysML, and OCL.
Besides that, there exists a wide variety of tools for checking
the concurrent behavior represented in terms of (1) Harel’s
statecharts (see, e. g., [22], [32], [33], [34]), (2) variants of
Petrinets (see, e. g., [35]), as well as (3) graph transformations
(see, e. g., [36]). Since these representations are quite similar
to UML state machines (for (1)) and UML activity diagrams
(for (2) and (3)), they may, in principle, offer a solution for
checking the concurrent behavior of these UML description
means. However, UML state machines and UML activity diagrams serves an entirely different purpose than the definition in
terms of contracts (i. e., pre- and postconditions) considered in
this work. In fact, they focus on implementation aspects while
contracts provide a specification of the intended behavior.
Overall, to the best of our knowledge there is no solution
available which can automatically verify the concurrent behavior defined by UML models enriched with OCL pre- and
postconditions. In this work, we are proposing such a solution.
B. Considered Computational Model
Obviously, an approach aiming for checking the behavior
of a system description has to rely on a proper computational
model. With respect to concurrency, a significant amount of
corresponding theoretical foundations to be used have been
considered – [37] and [30] provide good overviews of some of
them. Besides that, there are attempts to compare and classify
these models (see, e. g., [38]). In case of the design by contract
scheme considered here, “concurrency” basically translates to
invoking and executing two or more operation calls at once.
In general, such a system is nondeterministic. Therefore, two
options for a computational model are left to be chosen from:
•

•

Interleaving Model: In this model, concurrently called
operation calls are executed in an “interleaved” fashion,
i. e., they are executed sequentially, but their atomic steps
are executed nondeterministically. In this case, it is not
possible to split these operation calls into smaller units.
In other words, one atomic step is the execution of one
operation, another atomic step is the execution of another
operation, and so on. Therefore, concurrently executing
nondeterministic operation calls in interleaving semantics
result in the same state space as if they would be executed sequentially. This model is typical for concurrent
processes on a single-core CPU.
Non-interleaving Model (true-parallelism): In this model,
concurrently called operation calls are executed in a “true
parallel” fashion. The result is the merged result of the
concurrently executed operation calls, or a deadlock, or
an illegal racing condition if those operation calls cannot
run in parallel because they change the same attributes
in contradictory ways. In case of a UML/OCL model,
two operation calls can only be executed in parallel if
all their preconditions are satisfied before and all their
postconditions are satisfied after the call. Moreover, the
frame conditions of all operation calls must be considered
in such a parallel execution. This model is typical for
many real world scenarios.

σ0

ω
~0

σ1

ω
~1

...

ω
~ n−1

σn

Figure 1: Transitions with sequential operation calls
In this case, considering a nondeterministic behavior, the
interleaving model results in the same state space as in
sequential execution. Therefore, true-parallelism fits better for
today’s complex systems which run truly parallel. Hence, we
consider the non-interleaving model with its true-parallelism
in the remainder of this work.
IV. A PPLIED SMT- BASED
VALIDATION AND V ERIFICATION
In order to validate and verify concurrent behavior defined
by means of UML/OCL models, we propose an approach
which relies on previously proposed solutions for checking sequential behavior. In this section, the background on
the respectively utilized approach is reviewed. Afterwards,
corresponding extensions aiming to support concurrency are
introduced. While this provides a first step towards the desired
verification approach, further obstacles remain open. These are
considered afterwards in Section V.
A. Validation and Verification of Sequential Behavior
In the recent past, several approaches for the validation and
verification of sequential behavior have been proposed (see,
e. g., [27], [28], [29]). In this work, we rely on the solution
presented in [28] which makes use of solvers for SAT Modulo
Theories (SMT solvers). They allow for an efficient traversal
of large search spaces and, hence, are suitable to determine
whether certain sequences of operations leading to bad/good
states indeed can be derived from the UML/OCL model.
The general idea is sketched by means of Fig. 1: A
symbolic representation of all possible sequences of system
states (denoted by σ0 , σ1 , . . . , σn and bounded by n ∈ N)
is considered. Each transition from a system state σi to a
system state σi+1 (with i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1) is triggered by
a (single) operation call which is symbolically defined by ω
~ i.
Initial states as well as the following states can be restricted
(e. g., in order to define a bad/good state for which a sequence
of operation calls is to be determined). Then, it remains open
how to explicitly assign all operation calls ω
~ i so that, with
respect to the corresponding pre- and postcondition of the
chosen operations, a valid sequence of transitions from σ0
to σn is derived.
This formulation is eventually formulated into SMT solver
syntax; here, a representation in terms of bit vector logic. More
precisely, the following formulation is applied:
Formulation 1. For a model m = (C, R) and a sequence of
system states σ0 , σ1 , . . . , σn , let Ω be the set of all operation
calls which can be performed within one system state. The
operation call leading to the transition from a system state σi
to a successor state σi+1 (with i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1) is
represented by the bit vector ω
~ i of size dlog2 |Ω|e.5 Then, each
transition is symbolically represented by
^
(~
ωi = rΩ (ω)) ⇒ (JCω K ∧ JBω K ∧ JFω K))
(1)
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ω∈Ω

5 We

assume that |Ω| > 1, i. e., there is more than one operation call.

where
• rΩ (ω) is a unique identifier representing the operation
call ω ∈ Ω,
• JCω K is a constraint enforcing the precondition for system
state σi ,
• JBω K is a constraint enforcing the postcondition for
system state σi+1 , maybe by using σi as well, and
• JFω K is a constraint enforcing the frame conditions for
the entire transition (i. e., for both system states).
Besides that, the possible assignments to the bit vector ω
~ i is
restricted by
^
ω
~ i < |Ω|
(2)
in order to ensure that the value of ω
~ i is an element of the
image set rΩ (Ω) = {0, . . . , |Ω| − 1}.
Using this formulation, a satisfying assignment to all
ω
~ i -variables must exist if a sequence from the (possibly
restricted) initial system state σ0 to the (possible restricted)
terminal system state σn exist. From this assignment, the
respective operation calls for this sequence can eventually been
obtained. If no such assignment exists, it has been proven that
no corresponding sequence exists. SMT solvers are capable of
determining such assignments or proving their non-existence
in an efficient fashion.
Example 3. Consider the model of a simple counter as given
in Fig. 2. The model consists of one class Counter which has an
integer attribute value representing the current value of the
counter and an operation count. Furthermore, one invariant
greaterZero belongs to the class which requires that the
value must be always greater or equal 0. The behavior of
the operation is described by a postcondition, which requires
that the value of the counter of the calling object should be
increased by one, and a postcondition, which requires that all
remaining counters remain their value.
Further, let σ be a system state as given in Fig. 3.
There are three object instantiation of the class Counter,
namely Counter@0, Counter@1, and Counter@2. As it is
possible to call the operation count on each object, it follows that Ω = {(Counter@0, count), (Counter@1, count),
(Counter@2, count)}. Based on that, the resulting SMT syntax of the transition for operation call (Counter@0, count)
can be formulated. The used variable-identifiers are structured
as follows: The state number followed by the object name
and the attributes; further parts are connected with a ::.
The invoking (succeeding) state in denoted with State0
(State1). Altogether, the formula reads as follows:
(=> (= omega #b00)
(and (= State1::Counter0::value
3
(bvadd State0::Counter0::value
4
#x01))
5
(and (=> (not (= #b001 #b001))
6
(= State1::Counter0::value
7
State0::Counter0::value))
8
(=> (not (= #b001 #b010))
9
(= State1::Counter1::value
10
State0::Counter1::value))
11
(=> (not (= #b001 #b100))
12
(= State1::Counter2::value
13
State0::Counter2::value))
14
)
15
)
16 )
1
2

inv greaterZero:
self.value >= 0

Counter
value: Integer
void count()

context Counter::count():
post: self.value = self.value@pre + 1
post: Counter.allInstances()->forAll( c |
(self <> c) implies (c.value = c.value@pre)
)

Figure 2: A model of a simple counter
Counter@0
value = 0
void count()

Counter@1
value = 0
void count()

Counter@2
value = 0
void count()

Figure 3: A system state for the simple counter model
The first line, realizes the left-hand side of the implication
sketched in Eq. 1 (assuming that 00 is the unique identifier rΩ (ω) representing the operation (Counter@0, count)).
Afterwards, the postconditions (which inherently also represent the frame condition) of the operation are enforced
(see Line 2–4 and Line 5–13). Hereby, the system states
are represented by the assignments to the respective attributes of the instantiated classes. For example, the value
of the attribute value of the object instance Counter@0
is represented by State0::Counter0::value and
State1::Counter0::value for the initial system state
and the succeeding system state, respectively. Based on that,
the first postcondition (defining the increase of the value)
is enforced by the SMT constraint in Line 2–4. The other
postconditions are realized in a similar fashion.
B. Supporting Concurrent Behavior
The approach reviewed in the previous section obviously
does not support the consideration of concurrent behavior.
In fact, the SMT formulation allows for the execution of a
single operation call per transition only. In order to extend this
concept accordingly, a revised formulation has to be applied.
Fig. 4 sketches the general idea of such an extended
formulation. Again, a symbolic representation of all possible
sequences of system states (denoted by σ0 , σ1 , . . . , σn and
bounded by n ∈ N) is considered. But instead of having a
variable ω
~ i which symbolically represents a (single) operation
call triggering the transition from σi to σi+1 (as in Fig. 1),
we now consider |Ω| possible (concurrent) operation calls –
each of them symbolically represented by an array of Boolean
variables denoted by ω
~ i and with size |Ω|. More precisely,
the Boolean ω
~ i [k] evaluates to true iff an operation call with
the unique identifier k is executed in the ith transition, i. e., a
one-hot encoding is employed. By this, it becomes possible to
apply more than one operation call. Moreover, the total number
of concurrent operation calls can be restricted by limiting the
number of ω
~ i [k]-variables which are assigned 1.
Overall, this leads to the extended symbolic formulation of
a each transition as follows:
Formulation 2. For a model m = (C, R) and a sequence
of system states σ0 , σ1 , . . . , σn , let Ω be the set of all operation calls which can be conducted within one system state.
The (concurrent) operation calls whose parallel execution
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σ0

ω
~ 0 [0]

ω
~ 1 [0]

ω
~ 0 [1]
.
.
.
ω
~ 0 [|Ω| − 2]

ω
~ 1 [1]
.
.
.
ω
~ 1 [|Ω| − 2]

ω
~ 0 [|Ω| − 1]

σ1

ω
~ 1 [|Ω| − 1]

As we are interested in a concurrent execution of operation
calls, additionally also the resulting SMT formulation for the
operation call (Counter@1, count) is considered in detail:

ω
~ n−1 [0]

...

ω
~ n−1 [1]
.
.
.
ω
~ n−1 [|Ω| − 2]

σn

2

Figure 4: Transitions with concurrent operation calls
– conducted in a true-parallelism fashion – leads to the
transition from a system state σi to a successor state σi+1
are represented by the bit vector ω
~ i of size |Ω|. Then, each
transition is symbolically represented by
^
(~
ωi [rΩ (ω)] = 1) ⇒ (JCω K ∧ JBω K ∧ JFω K)
(3)
ω∈Ω

which is almost identical to the formulation from Eq. 1
except for the fact that the operations are now symbolically
represented by means of a one-hot encoding. This in turn
allows for the consideration of more than one operation call
(since the antecedent of the implication may evaluate to true
for more than one operation ω ∈ Ω). Moreover, by additionally
enforcing


|Ω|−1
n−1
^
X
d1 ≤
ω
~ i [k] ≤ d2 
(4)
i=0

k=0

with d1 , d2 ∈ N and d1 ≤ d2 , it is possible to restrict the
number of concurrent calls to be between d1 and d2 .
Again, if the resulting formulation leads to a satisfying assignment to all the ω
~ i [k]-variables, the existence of a sequence
of corresponding operation calls has been proven. In contrast
to the formulation from the previous section, this sequence
now may include concurrent operation calls in one transition.
More precisely, two operations ω, ω 0 ∈ Ω (ω 6= ω 0 ) with the
unique identifiers rΩ (ω) = k and rΩ (ω 0 ) = k 0 are executed
in parallel in the ith transition iff both ω
~ i [k] and ω
~ i [k 0 ] are
assigned 1 by the SMT solver.
While this provides a simple solution to support concurrent
behavior in the validation and verification of UML/OCL models, it does not consider that operations may have contradictory
effects and, hence, provoke conflicts in the succeeding system
state. The following example illustrates the resulting problem:
Example 4. Consider again, the simple counter model from
Example 3. Following the extended formulation, the resulting
SMT syntax of the transition from the system state with respect
to the operation call (Counter@0, count) reads as follows:
(=> (= ((_ extract 0 0) omega) #b1)
(and (= State1::Counter0::value
3
(bvadd State0::Counter0::value
4
#x01))
5
(and (=> (not (= #b001 #b001))
6
(= State1::Counter0::value
7
State0::Counter0::value))
8
(=> (not (= #b001 #b010))
9
(= State1::Counter1::value
10
State0::Counter1::value))
11
(=> (not (= #b001 #b100))
12
(= State1::Counter2::value
13
State0::Counter2::value))
14
)
15
)
16 )
1
2

(=> (= ((_ extract 1 1) omega) #b1)
(and (= State1::Counter1::value
3
(bvadd State0::Counter1::value
4
#x01))
5
(and (=> (not (= #b010 #b001))
6
(= State1::Counter0::value
7
State0::Counter0::value))
8
(=> (not (= #b010 #b010))
9
(= State1::Counter1::value
10
State0::Counter1::value))
11
(=> (not (= #b010 #b100))
12
(= State1::Counter2::value
13
State0::Counter2::value))
14
)
15
)
16 )
1

ω
~ n−1 [|Ω| − 1]

Both sets of constraints enforce that, when the respective
operations are called (represented by setting the 0th and the
1st bit of bit vector ω
~ to #b1), (1) the attribute value of the
respective object is increased by one and (2) the values of all
remaining attributes remain unchanged. This obviously leads
to a conflict: An attribute cannot be increased by one and, at
the same time, keep its value. While this is in accordance to
the postconditions of the model as shown in Fig. 2, it requires
an explicit handling of contradictory conditions.
Consequently, only extending existing approaches for validation and verification of sequential behavior does not lead
to satisfactory solutions addressing the “concurrent case”. Instead, a further analysis on possible contradictions of operation
contracts has to be conducted for each model. The result
of such an analysis eventually has to be incorporated into
an accordingly revised SMT formulation. How this can be
accomplished is covered in the next section.
V. H ANDLING C ONTRADICTORY C ONDITIONS
Conditions defined in contracts (either by means of postconditions or frame conditions) are supposed to completely
describe the effect of an operation. As illustrated in the example from the previous section, this often also affects model
elements which are not really in the scope of a particular operation. For example, the operation (Counter@0, count) could
entirely focus on the attribute value of object Counter@0.
But, in order to avoid arbitrary changes to attributes from
all the other objects, the postcondition additionally restricts value from Counter@1 and Counter@2.6
As illustrated in Example 4, this constitutes a problem. In
fact, when several operation calls are executed in parallel it
indeed might be acceptable to reduce the scope of the conditions. In other words, postconditions and frame conditions of
a single operation do not necessarily have to cover all model
elements – in particular when another (concurrently executed)
operation already covers those elements anyway. In order to
address this, a modeling scheme is assumed in the following
in which postconditions only restrict model elements that are
relevant to the respective operation. For all remaining model
elements, a “nothing else changes”-assumption is employed as
long as no other (concurrently executed) operation modifies
them.
6 Note that, instead of a postcondition, also a frame condition could have
been applied for this purpose.
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inv greaterZero:
self.value >= 0

Table I: Bit-masks for a transition

Counter
value: Integer

(Counter@0, count) bω =
(Counter@1, count) bω0 =
(Counter@2, count) bω00 =

context Counter::count():
post: self.value = self.value@pre +1

Figure 5: Modified model of a simple counter

B=

Example 5. Consider again the example from Fig. 2. Following the “nothing else changes”-assumption, this model
can be defined as shown in Fig. 5. Here, the postcondition
only restricts the attribute of the respectively calling object.
All other attributes are assumed to keep their value (except
another operation is restricting it).
Following this assumption, it remains open to symbolically
represent which model elements are affected by an arbitrary
combination of concurrent operation calls. The values of all
these model elements are already defined by the conditions of
these operations. For all remaining model elements, constraints
have to be employed which ensure that their values are not
supposed to change during the transition. To this end, for each
operation call ω ∈ Ω, a dedicated bit-mask bω of size |m(σ)|
is generated where
• each model element µ ∈ m(σ) corresponds to one bit
within the bit-mask bω and
• an assignment bω [rm(σ) (µ)] = 0 states that the model
element µ is affected by the operation call ω as well as
an assignment bω [rm(σ) (µ)] = 1 states that the model
element µ is not affected by the operation call ω.
Note that, if an operation call ω ∈ Ω is not called for a
transition, then the all bits of the corresponding bit-mask bω
are set to 1 (stating that no model element is affected by the
operation ω in this transition).
Then, the conjunction of all bit-masks for all model elements, represented by B and defined by
!!
^
^
B[rm(σ) (µ)] =
bω [rm(σ) (µ)]
, (5)
µ∈m(σ)

Model element µ
Counter@0 Counter@1 Counter@2
::value
::value
::value

Operation call ω

void count()

ω∈Ω

leads to a symbolic representation (i. e., for arbitrary operation
calls) which model element µ ∈ m(σ) indeed is affected by
the transition (B[rm(σ) (µ)] = 0) and which model element is
not affected by the transition (B[rm(σ) (µ)] = 1).
Example 6. Consider again the example from Fig. 5
with three instances of class Counter denoted by
Counter@0, Counter@1, Counter@2. Additionally assume
a transition in which two operations ω, ω 0 ∈ Ω with
ω = (Counter@0, count) and ω 0 = (Counter@1, count)
are called. Then, Table I shows the resulting bit-masks bω ,
bω0 , bω00 for each operation. The bit-wise conjunction B
of these bitmasks is shown at the bottom of Table I. From
this, it can be concluded that, in this transition, the model
elements Counter@0::value and Counter@1::value
are affected (and, hence, restricted by the respective
postconditions), while model element Counter@3::value
is supposed to keep its value.

0
1
1

1
0
1

1
1
1

0

0

1

Overall, this leads to a new formulation to be used in order
to check concurrent behavior in UML/OCL models as follows:
Formulation 3. For a model m = (C, R) and a sequence of
system states σ0 , σ1 , . . . , σn , let Ω be the set of all operation
calls which can be conducted within one system state, m(σ)
the set of all model elements, and Bi as well as bi,ω with
i = 0, . . . , n − 1 and ω ∈ Ω the bit-masks as introduced
above. Furthermore, the (concurrent) operation calls whose
parallel execution – conducted in a true-parallelism fashion –
leads to the transition from a system state σi to a successor
state σi+1 are represented by the bit vector ω
~ i of size |Ω|.
Then, each transition is symbolically represented by
^
(~
ωi [rΩ (ω)] = 1) ⇒
ω∈Ω


JCω K ∧ JBω K∧ JFω K)∧
V
0 if µ is affected by ω 
µ∈m(σi ) bi,ω [rm(σi ) (µ)] =
1 else
(6)


which ensures that, if an operation call ω ∈ Ω is
called, its corresponding conditions are applied and the bitmask bi,ω [rm(σ) (µ)] is set accordingly and
(~
ωi [rΩ (ω)] = 0) ⇒ (bi,ω = 1 . . . 12 )

(7)

which ensures that, if an operation call ω ∈ Ω is not called, the
bit-mask bi,ω [rm(σ) (µ)] is set to 1 . . . 1 (stating that ω does
not affect any model element). Besides that, the number of
concurrent calls is, again, restricted to be between d1 and d2 ,
i. e.,


|Ω|−1
n−1
^
X
d1 ≤
ω
~ i [k] ≤ d2  .
(8)
i=0

k=0

Finally, all model elements which are not covered by any
operation call have to keep their value, which is ensured by
^

Bi [rm(σ) (µ)] = 1 ⇒ (σi (µ) = σi+1 (µ)) .
(9)
µ∈m(σ)

From satisfying assignments, respective results can be determined as already discussed for the formulations before.
Example 7. Consider again the example from Fig. 5 with
its three instances of class Counter as well as the transition
from a system state represented by State0 to a succeeding
system state represented by State1 in which the operation calls (Counter@0, count) and (Counter@1, count)
are called. Following the new formulation, the resulting
SMT syntax of this transition with respect to the operation
(Counter@0, count) reads as follows:
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Bank
bic: Integer
context Bank:
inv: bic > 0
inv: Bank.allInstances()->forAll( bank |
(self <> bank)
implies (self.bic <> bank.bic)
)
inv: Bank.accounts()->forAll( b1, b2 |
(b1 <> b2)
implies (b1.iban <> b2.iban)
)

1 bank

Account
iban: Integer
amount: Integer

Person
age: Integer

1..* holder
* depositCash(pAmount: Integer): void *
withdrawCash(pAmount: Integer): void
accounts transfer(
accounts
pAmount: Integer,
recipientIBAN: Integer,
context Person:
inv: age > 0
recipientBIC: Integer
): void
context Account::transfer(
pAmount: Integer,
recipientIBAN: Integer,
recipientBIC: Integer
) :
pre : pAmount > 0
pre : Account.allInstances()->exists( a |
a.iban = recipientIBAN
and a.bank.bic = recipientBIC
)
post : self.amount = self.amount@pre - pAmount
post : Account.allInstances()->select( a |
a.iban = recipientIBAN
and a.bank.bic = recipientBIC
)->forAll( a |
a.amount = a.amount@pre + pAmount
)
modifiesOnly: self.amount
modifiesOnly: Account.allInstances()->select( a |
a.iban = recipientIBAN
and a.bank.bic = recipientBIC
)

context Account:
inv: iban > 0
inv: holder->exists(
h | h.age >= 18
)

context Account::depositCash(pAmount: Integer):
pre : pAmount > 0
post : self.amount = self.amount@pre + pAmount
modifiesOnly: self.amount

context Account::withdrawCash(pAmount: Integer):
pre : pAmount > 0
post : self.amount = self.amount@pre - pAmount
modifiesOnly: self.amount

Figure 6: Considered model
validate UML/OCL models [21], [28]. Using the resulting
implementation, the concurrent behavior of UML/OCL models
following the design by contract scheme can be checked. In
this section, the application of the resulting tool is illustrated
by means of an example.

(=> (= ((_ extract 0 0) omega) #b1)
(and (= State1::Counter0::value
3
(bvadd State0::Counter0::value
4
#x01))
5
(b0 = #b110)))
6 (=> (= ((_ extract 0 0) omega) #b0)
7
(b0 = #b111))
8 (=> (= ((_ extract 1 1) omega) #b1)
9
(and (= State1::Counter1::value
10
(bvadd State0::Counter1::value
11
#x01))
12
(b1 = #b110)))
13 (=> (= ((_ extract 1 1) omega) #b0)
14
(b1 = #b111))
15 (= B (bvand b0 b1 b2))
16 (=> (= ((extract 0 0) B) #b1)
17
(= State1::Counter0::value
18
State0::Counter0::value))
19 (=> (= ((extract 1 1) B) #b1)
20
(= State1::Counter1::value
21
State0::Counter1::value))
22 (=> (= ((extract 2 2) B) #b1)
23
(= State1::Counter2::value
24
State0::Counter2::value))
1
2

Overall, the resulting formulation allows for automatically
checking the concurrent behavior of UML/OCL models. The
problems discussed in Section IV are avoided by the introduction of an additional symbolic bit-mask representation together
with corresponding constraints.
VI. I MPLEMENTATION AND A PPLICATION
In order to apply the proposed solution, we implemented
the methodology described in the previous sections as an
Eclipse plugin using both, Java and Xtend. As solving engine,
we utilized Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [9] which
has already been successfully applied in order to verify and

A. Considered Model
In order to illustrate the application, we considered a model
of an international banking system in which money may
concurrently be deposited into an account, withdrawn from an
account, and transferred between accounts. The UML model
and its OCL constraints are shown in Fig. 6. The system
consists of three classes: Person, Account and Bank. Every
Person has an age and can have multiple accounts by different
banks. The account has attributes for its International Bank Account Number (iban), which identifies the account in the
international banking system, and the current account balance
amount. An account is always provided by a bank. Every
Bank has a unique Business Identifier Code (bic). In this
model, bic and iban are represented by a unique positive
number. In addition, the class Account has the following
operations:
• depositCash: A person can call this operation to deposit money at the bank. The current balance is increased
by the amount given by the parameter (which has to be
a positive number).
• withdrawCash: A person can call this operation to
withdraw cash. The current balance of the account is
decreased by the amount given by the parameter (which
has to be a positive number).
• transfer: A person can call this operation to transfer
money from his/her account to another account. The
recipient account is identified by its iban and the
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Person@0
age = 18

Person@1
age = 19

Person@2
age = 22

Person@3
age = 54

Person@4
age = 72

Account@0
iban = 1
amount = 16

Account@1
iban = 2
amount = 17

Account@2
iban = 3
amount = 22

Account@3
iban = 5
amount = 23

Account@4
iban = 9
amount = 27

Bank@0
bic = 42
(Account@0, depositCash(6))
(Account@1, depositCash(10))
(Account@2, transf er(10, 2, 42))
(Account@3, withdrawCash(12))
(Account@4, transf er(10, 2, 42))
Person@0
age = 18

Person@1
age = 19

Person@2
age = 22

Person@3
age = 54

Person@4
age = 72

Account@0
iban = 1
amount = 22

Account@1
iban = 2
amount = 27

Account@2
iban = 3
amount = 12

Account@3
iban = 5
amount = 11

Account@4
iban = 9
amount = 17

Bank@0
bic = 42

Figure 7: Considered sequence
corresponding bic. The current balance of the account
calling this operation is decreased by pAmount, while the
account of the recipient is increased by this amount.
For our evaluation, we consider an instantiation of this
model composed of one bank and five persons where each of
them has one account at the bank. We additionally consider
one transition with at most five concurrent operation calls.
B. Application
Using the proposed methodology, various checks can be
conducted on the considered model/instantiation. These checks
can be divided into two classes: universal and problem specific
checks. As a typical example for a universal check, we were
able to validate that the considered configuration does not
run into deadlocks, i. e., if a valid initial state is assumed, no
sequence of transitions exists that leads to a system state out
of which no further operation calls are possible anymore. In
order to check that, we automatically generated the symbolic
formulation proposed above for a total of 50 transitions and,
additionally, constrained the terminal state σ50 accordingly
(e. g., by explicitly prohibiting attribute values which may
satisfy a precondition of an operation). Afterwards, we passed
the resulting formulation to a SMT solver which proved that no
satisfying assignment exists for this instance. From this result,
it can be concluded that no deadlock state can be reached from
an arbitrary (but valid) system state within 50 transitions. In
addition to previously conducted consistency checks and by
following k-induction [39], this allows for the conclusion that
the behavior of the considered model is free of deadlocks.
On the other side, also model (or problem) specific checks
can be applied. For the given banking system such a check
would be, e. g., that the overall amount of money with respect
to deposits and withdrawals stays the same. Executing this

check, we obtain the sequence as shown in Fig. 7 in which
five concurrent operation calls are conducted. The upper part
of Fig. 7 shows the obtained (arbitrary but valid) initial
system state, while the bottom shows the resulting state of
the transition when the five operation calls depicted in the
middle of Fig. 7 are invoked. Although all constraints of the
model are satisfied by this sequence, it is very likely that
this does not represent the desired behavior: This is because
Person@2 as well as Person@4 transfer 10 money units to
the account of Person@1, and Person@1 additionally deposits
another 10 money units to his/her account, but the total value
of Person@1::amount increases by 10 only.
Due to the problem specific check, the designer has been
pin-pointed to a serious modeling error which can easily be
fixed afterwards in a manual fashion. In this particular case,
the designer could, e. g., add auxiliary variables for critical
sections to model locking mechanisms or add postconditions
which avoid different amounts of the overall money.
Using the methodology proposed here, all these checks can
automatically be conducted within negligible run-time on a
modern computer (i. e., less than a second) and, hence, provide
useful aid to the designers of such models.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a methodology for the validation
and verification of concurrent behavior which is possible
based on the design by contract descriptions provided in
UML/OCL models. To this end, a computational model based
on a “true-parallelism”-scheme is assumed and a symbolic
formulation representing arbitrary concurrent operation calls
has been proposed. Solvers for SAT Modulo Theories are
then capable of addressing various checks for a respectively
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given UML/OCL model. The addressed problems have been
described and illustrated by means of a running example
and an exemplary application demonstrated how designers are
supported by the resulting tool.
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